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Amanda HawkinsI saw what you did!
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Three days later…

Well, fuck me sideways. A few days ago I had no idea why that dizzy broad would

bother to phone me, when she could’ve just called the police—but now I get it.

The news is all over the Web: teenage girls phoning strangers at random and

saying “I saw what you did.” <sigh> Which means nobody saw me shoot my wife

and no one watched me put on the skinsuit and turn into Raquel. No damn wonder

why the cops never showed; I’ve been in the clear the whole time.

And this is after I made Steve disappear for, like, ever. I threw some of his clothes

into his car, along with his wallet and phone, and pushed it over the embankment

at Dead Man’s Curve. Nice steep slope and a long way down, so it bounced five or

six times, burst into flames and exploded before hitting the water. I called it in

myself—anonymously, of course—so they’d be sure to find the wreck, although

(sadly) my husband’s body could not be recovered. I told the cops that we had an

argument and Steve had run off in a huge snit. I was surprised at the time that they

never mentioned the whole costume gun thing—but now I know why.

Frankly, I’m pissed off. I mean, yeah, I’m a gorgeous, sexy woman and that’s all I

ever wanted to be, but this isn’t the way I wanted it to happen! I kinda figured I’d

be Raquel for a few months and then bring her back. Obviously, she’d flip out and

I’d have to apologize, and she’d probably divorce me—but at least I’d still have

the costume gun. I could target some rich bitch who didn’t deserve what she had,

become her for awhile, rob her blind, then move on to somebody else. Maybe I’d

be lucky enough to find some incredibly gorgeous woman who happened to be so

awful personality-wise that she didn’t deserve to live, and just take over her life.

But thanks to a certain Isabel Mannering, that plan is out the window!

Yeah, my phone still had the number of the dumb-ass girl that called me, and I

used the info to track her down. I vacillated about what to do about it, but one

night after I’d had a bit too much champagne I decided to give the bitch a call.

“Hello, Libby? I saw what you did,” I told her in my own bitchy voice, the one

that makes me sound like Cruella de Vil, “and I know exactly who you are.”

“Huh? Who is this?” She even sounded dumb. “Is this Kitty? You don’t—”

“Listen up, girlie,” I said, doubling down on Cruella. “It’s thanks to you I’m stuck

being my wife for the rest of my life, and now I have to marry some rich sugar

daddy to keep me in fur coats and champagne. So as soon as I change out of this

fabulous gown I’m wearing, I’m gonna come straight over—and you and I are

gonna have words, you understand? You may not know what the hell I’m talking

about, but actions have consequences. Get ready to rumble, sister!”  


